While the global ETHNĖ network celebrates 100+ CPMs globally, there are still 6700+ UPGs and more overlapping unreached cities, nations, and language groups. The next generation of missionaries must be equipped to be members of CPM catalyst teams.

The “shocking secret” of missionary training is how few workers receive practical experience in movements prior to their deployment. No other industry would provide such limited training!

It is amazing how effective some missionaries have become through self-learning and on-the-field mentoring. What is heartbreaking is the time and resources spent on missionaries who never learn to seek God for movements.

How can we train missionaries to be most effective? We must understand the first goal of missions—to birth the Church where it is not present toward the ultimate goal of discipling nations. The indigenous Church that is birthed must learn to both reproduce and live out all the kingdom aspects of God’s community in their own culture. Only God can empower our efforts, but He uses our human efforts as we seek Him for a multiplying movement of new disciples, churches, and leaders within the (formerly) unreached group we serve.
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A Church Planting Movement is not just one type of mission effort, but an overarching goal. Missionaries in community development, education, arts, business, media, and other ministries can (and have) all contribute and seek God together for multiplying indigenous disciples, churches and leaders living out the full Kingdom in their own context.

Thankfully, new training models that incorporate movement experience are developing rapidly, and leaders around the world are discussing how best to link existing efforts with new processes in an “open-source” way that better serves missionary trainees from all sending nations.

ETHNĒ movement leaders around the world are exploring how to train missionaries through involvement in existing movements to catalyze new movements among the unreached. Catalyzing and serving an expanding, multi-generational CPM can be far more complicated than simply producing one stream of reproducing disciples.

In various locations around the world, ETHNĒ members are beta-testing a new trans-national, trans-organizational, and trans-denominational “movement catalyst training process.” This consists of three phases, often with different groups or networks handling different phases.

Each phase aims to develop:

• heart (character/relationship with God & others),
• head (needed knowledge and wisdom), and
• hands (skills needed to become a cross-cultural movement catalyst).

Phase 1 – Internship: a home-based group process focuses on forging an apprentice’s character, experience and competency in leading the relational networks of their extended family and other relationships where they live, work and play to follow Jesus while also learning to seek persons of peace in other cultures.

This involves an intentional preparatory community in home and nearby cultures, with a focus on growing in obedience, praying for the kingdom, sharing the gospel in word and deed, and practicing Jesus’ model of ministry. This is not a destination, but a starting point for a life-long practice of initiating discipling groups and churches that reproduce themselves. Measures of success include a teachable spirit, competence in applying CPM principles and practices, and a faithful walk in the power and authority of Christ.

Phase 2 – Residency: a field-based group CPM experience led by CPM experienced leaders in a “Hub”—a strategic location for reaching a family of unreached peoples. An apprentice learns the language and culture as a contributing member to a pre-existing Ephesus Team. This forges the apprentice’s character, experience and competence to either continue to phase 3 or return to their home culture as an effective Great Commission servant in that context.

This cross-cultural immersion involves apprentices in applying cross-culturally the principles mastered in their internship. This is done under a local Ephesus team closer to the apprentice’s ultimate call to an unreached group, and involves partnering with local believers in finding Persons of Peace, catalyzing new groups, and developing leaders to sustain a movement through the 4th generation and beyond within an ongoing CPM effort. In an accountable group in which “iron sharpens iron” (Prov. 27:17), apprentices discover and adopt the skills of a servant leader dependent on the Holy Spirit. Success is measured by effectiveness in applying CPM principles in a cross-cultural environment.

Phase 3 – Launch: forming a start-up CPM catalyst team, with coaching from the leaders of the Residency phase.

These equipped catalysts arrive on the field well prepared to seek God for movements among the unreached group(s) to which God has called them. They continue with coaching from other experienced CPM leaders, meeting periodically to share case studies, new tools, on-the-job training, encouragement and fellowship.

If you are already involved in similar training efforts or would like to be part of this type of training process, please contact us at ephesus@ethne.net

ETHNĒ is a global network or “family” of mission leaders on every continent, intensely focused on unreached peoples.